1945 - 2010 AD & BEYOND Catalogue

MI13 Series
Osprey - Vanguard - No. 34 near fine £16.00

.303 LEWIS GUN
unknown Mint paperback reprint. 84pp. The American invented Lewis gun saw service in the British Army in both World Wars in calibre 0.303in. The two manuals (the official British Army pamphlet and a privately published booklet) in this reprint give details of the gun and its stripping, assembly, handling and tactical use. With ample illustrations, anyone can now understand the weapon. £9.00

3 PARA- MOUNT LONGDON
Cooksey J 112p. 50+ col ill £11.99

5th INFANTRY BRIGADE IN THE FALKLANDS
Bijl N 224p. ill £18.99

A.C.A.B.: ALL COPPERS ARE BASTARDS : A policeman's story
Reid, I From the British Army to Kent Police. 4 years as a Contractor in Iraq and Afghanistan. This is a Policeman's Story. In the same vein as STUMPY AND THE AULD SAPPERS £14.99

ACES OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA AIR FORCE
- Osprey Ace 126 £11.50

Afghan Guerrilla Warfare: In the words of the Mujahideen Fighters
Ahmad, Ali, Ali, Jal, and Grau, Lester W Mint: Containing 419 pages with maps. £11.00

AFGHANISTAN: A MILITARY HISTORY FROM ALEXANDER THE GREAT TO THE PRESENT
Tanner S 300p ill pbk: ANCIENT: MEDIEVAL& MONGOLS:C19th British: Soviet campaign £22.50

AFGHANISTAN: A REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY 2001

AK-47 : OSPREY WEAPONS 8
- - £11.50

ALGERIAN WAR, The: 1954-62
Osprey Men at Arms 312 out of print- contact for price £18 + £8.00

ALLIED BATTLE TANK
Windrow & Green Euro Militaria - Modern. All col photos £5.99

ALVIS SARacen FAMILY
Munro B 180p. LF V well ill £17.99

AMALGAMATIONS in the British Army 1660 - 2008 Ancestry & Cap badges
LUMLEY large format 180p. V well ill MINT . History of the BRitish army by regimental amalgamationsSPECIAL OFFER £15 £15.00

AMALGAMATIONS OF THE BRITISH ARMY 1660-2008 : Ancestry & Cap Badges
Lumley, G 208p. Large format Hardback. over 1,000 cap badges illustrated plus a complete genealogy of the regiments British army. Limited edition £29.99

AMERICAN WEB EQUIPMENT 1910-1967
Brayley, M 64p. 100+ col ill. MINT pbk. Euro militaire series £11.99

AMERICAN WEB EQUIPMENT 1967-1991
Monmroe 64p. v well ill in colour. £9.50

AMERICA’S COMMANDOS: US Special Operations Forces WWII & Korea
Thompson 72p 110+ ill inc colour £7.99

AMX30B and AMX30 B2 Main Battle Tank: The AMX30 family of vehicles, 1956 to 2018 (Enthusiasts' Manual)
- 190P. LARGE FORMAT Very WELL Illustrated Hardback : Special pre- publication PRICE- rrp £25 SHIPPING NOW £16.50

ARAB - ISRAELI CONFLICT: THE PALESTINE WAR 1948
OSPREY ESSENTIAL HISTORIES 28 £9.99

ARAB ARMIES Of the Middle East Wars 2) 1973-88
MAA 194 OUT OF PRINT £15.00

ARAB ISRAELI WARS 1948-82
Katcher. MAA 104. Osprey. Second Hand. Excellent Quality. £18.00

ARMITY OPPORTUNITIES

ARMS IN LEBANON
KATZ & RUSSEL . OSPREY, MAA 165. EXCELLENT CONDITION.OUT OF PRINT £12.50

ARMIES OF THE VIETNAM WAR 1)
Osprey maa 143 OUT OF PRINT VGC LIMITED NUMBER £8.00

ARMIES OF THE VIETNAM WAR 2)
Osprey maa 184 OUT OF PRINT £15.00

ARMS OF THE GULF WAR
Osprey ELITE £8.99

ARMS OF THE KOREAN WAR 1950-53
Dunstan, S MINT VANGUARD 27 . reprint edition £16.00

Armoured Trains: An Illustrated Encyclopaedia 1826-2016
Malmassari 520p.large format.. Exceptionally well illus. S0me great shots. Organised by country. A Back of Beyond enthusiasts ideal book £36.50

ART OF MANEUVER
Leonard, R manoeuvre-warfare theory and airland Battle. 320p a study of modern US military Doctrine £11.50

ART OF MANEUVER: MANEUVER-WARFARE THEORY & THE AIRLAND BATTLE
Leonhard. 366p. £11.99
illustrations of the 20-pounder main armament, the 7.92mm BESA machine gun and the 2-in Bomb Thrower. This pamphlet compliments our reprint of the User Handbook for the same tank. Includes full details of 20-pr shell for the gun. ISBN: 9781847910165 £28.00

CENTURION Vs T-55
- Osprey DUEL 21 £11.99

CENTURION Vs T-55: THE Yom Kippur war 1973
- Osprey Duel 21 £11.50

CENTURY OF TANKS 1916-2016: THE ART OF DAVID PENTLAND Vol 1
- 112p. large format mint hardback. 70+ full colour images. across the years and theatres from this renowned military artist £26.50

CERTAIN DEATH IN SIERRA LEONE: THE SAS & OPERATION BARRAS 2000
- OSPREY RAID 10 £10.99

CERTAIN VICTORY: US ARMY IN THE GOLF WAR
- Osprey Essential history 61 £9.99

CHINESE PEOPLE’S LIBERATION ARMY SINCE 1949
- Osprey ELITE 194 £10.99

CHINESE POWER: Tanks and vehicles of the PLA
- 242p. large format Complete guide to PLA tanks from 1939-present. Extensive look at cammo systems plus a large section on modelling vehicles in current service £36.50

COLD WAR SECRET NUCLEAR BUNKERS
McCamley N 270p well ill Pbk £12.99

COLLAPSE OF YUGOSLAVIA 1991-1999
Finlan A Osprey ESS 63, 100p. col ill pbk £9.99

COMMANDOS
Dietz, 100p. 200+ col ill. MODERN Special Units series ALSO SPECIAL POLICE TASK FORCES EACH £9.99

COMMANDOS
Dietz, 100p. 200+ col ill. Special Units series ALSO SPECIAL POLICE TASK FORCES £9.99

CONCRETE HELL: Urban Warfare from Stalingrad to Iraq
Osprey Hardcover. 2012 £17.99

DEFENDING CAMBRIDGESHIRE: The Military Landscape from Prehistory to the present
Osborne, MIke 220p, v well ill £14.99

DEFENDING ESSEX: The Military Landscape from Prehistory to the present
Osborne, M 200p. V well illus Essex defences, including WWII pillbox and defensive type £14.99

DEFENDING SPACE: US Anti-Satellite warfare & space weaponry
Chun, c F0ntress 53 Mint pbk £10.50

DELTAFOUR
McKay - Australian riflemen in Vietnam £14.99

DEPTHD IN THE JUNGLE: Diary of a Navy Seal.

DEPUTY COMMANDANT OF THE ROYAL NAVY
Osprey Campaign 244 £13.50

DEUTSCHLAND
Dietz, 100p. 100+ col ill. Special Units series ALSO SPECIAL POLICE TASK FORCES £9.99

DEUTSCHLAND
Dietz, 100p. 200+ col ill. MODERN Special Units series ALSO SPECIAL POLICE TASK FORCES £9.99

DEUTSCHLAND
Dietz, 100p. 200+ col ill. Special Units series ALSO SPECIAL POLICE TASK FORCES £9.99

DEFENDING CAMBRIDGESHIRE: The Military Landscape from Prehistory to the present
Osborne, MIke 220p, v well ill £14.99

DEFENDING ESSEX: The Military Landscape from Prehistory to the present
Osborne, M 200p. V well illus Essex defences, including WWII pillbox and defensive type £14.99

DEFENDING SPACE: US Anti-Satellite warfare & space weaponry
Chun, c F0ntress 53 Mint pbk £10.50

DELTA FOUR
McKay - Australian riflemen in Vietnam £14.99

DESERT FIRE
A. Gillespie. 340p. Written at the time of the gulf war, this is a first hand account of warfare against a sophisticated yet poorly led army. £19.99

DESERT STORM
176p. 175 col 211 B&W pics. Military history of the war £17.95

DIEN BON PHU
Simpson. 240p. ill. Simpson was at the siege. Pbk edition now out £12.99

ELITE FORCES OF INDIA & PAKISTAN
Osprey £9.99

ELITE FORCES OF INDIA AND PAKISTAN
Osprey - Elite Series - No. 41 £6.99

ENCYCLOPEDIA Des Chars De Combat Moderne 1) France, USA; Germany; Japan
- FRENCH TEXT large format v well ill in col. £29.99

EPISODES OF THE CUBAN REVOLUTIONARY WAR 1956-58
Che Guevara. 500p. ill £18.99

EYE OF THE STORM: Desert rats in the Gulf War
Cordingley - now pbk at £6.99

F-105 WILD WEASAL vs SA2 SAM
- Osprey duel 35 £13.99

F-15C EAGLE VS MIG-23/25 - IRAQ 1991
- Osprey Duel 72 £12.50

F-51 MUSTANG UNITS OF THE KOREAN WAR
- Osprey combat aircraft 113 £11.99

F-84 THUNDERJET UNITS OVER KOREA
Thompson. 130p. 130 col ill Osprey FRONTLINE COLOUR 3 £13.99

F-86 SABRE VS MIG-15
- Osprey DUE 50 £11.50

FALKLANDS 1982
- Osprey Campaign 244 £13.50
FALKLANDS 1982
- Osprey Campaign 244 £13.50
FALKLANDS WAR 1982
OSPREY ESSENTIAL HISTORIES 15 £9.99
FALKLANDS WAR THEN AND NOW
Ramsey, G -very large format v well ill £47.50
FIGHTER PILOT: History and a Celebration
Kaplan. £19.99
FIREPOWER IN LIMITED WAR
Scales. 336p.ill (Hbk #£18.99) £10.99
Taylor 320p. welll illus. MINT HBK. Inc some facsniating eyewitness accounts £13.50
Flak Jackets
OSPREY MAA 157 OUT OF PRINT £8.00
FN FAL BATTLE RIFLE
- Weapon 27 £10.99
FN MINIMI LIGHT MACHINE GUN
McNab Osprey Weapon 53 £11.50
FOOTBALL WAR: HONDURAS vs EL SALVADOR 1969
English, A 94p. well ill A Brief nasty little war that saw the last dogfights of WWII aircraft 3 days before man set foot on the moon £13.99
FOX CVR (W) USER HANDBOOK
Assistant Chief of the General Staff Mint paperback reprint of a 1973 publication. 290pp. The Fox CVR(W) or Combat Vehicle. Reconnaissance (Wheeled) had a short service life but the manual gives details of the vehicle with many illustrations. Ideal for those wishing to follow the development of the armoured car in British service, and, of course, for Fox owners. £30.00
French Armour in Vietnam 1945-54
- Osprey NVG 267 SHIPPING NOW £11.50
FRENCH BATTLESHELLS 1933-1970 : AN illustrated technical Reference
Scarpaci, W 100p v well ill inc colour. Covers in detail ship modifications and change of appearance; PLeus cammo schemes: Capital ship operations etc. WWII ships and their subsequent service £19.50
FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION PARATROOPERS
Osprey Elite windrow out of print. E/C pbk £12.00
FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION since 1945
MEN AT ARMS 300 £8.99
FRENCH INDOCHINA WAR 1956-54
Windrow OSPREY MAA 322 Near fine 2nd hand, now out of print £15.00
FRENCH NAVY IN INDOCHINA, The
Koburger. Riverine & coastal forces £44.50
FROM A DARK SKY
Orz Kelly. 336p. 15 photos. USAF special operations from WW2 to now. £19.99
FROM PUSAN TO PANMUNJOM
General Paik Sun Yup. 288p. ill- North Korean war general`s memoirs(Bsy)# £19.95
FRONTIERSMEN: Warfare in Africa since 1950
Clayton A 260p. £28.00
FV432 DRIVER MANUAL
- Mint paperback reprint of a 1984 publication. 104pp, fully illustrated. If you want to learn to drive an APC, this is the place. An in depth look at the sharp end at operation of a modern Armoured Vehicle £17.50
FV432 USER HANDBOOK
- Mint paperback reprint of a 1978 publication. 320pp, fully illustrated. Contains all useful information for the FV432 owner regarding maintenance and operation of one of Britain's most iconic postwar AFVs £35.00
FV432 USER HANDBOOK AND DRIVER MANUAL - COMBINED VOLUME
- Mint paperback reprint. Both of the manuals on the FV432 - a very detailed guide to operation and maintenance combined with a driver manual. 424pp, fully illustrated. £45.00
G3 Battle Rifle
- OSPREY WPN 68 SHIPPING NOW £12.99
GENESIS 1948
Kurzman 800p ill - 1st Arab-Israeli war. 800P illus MIN POST £2.75 £19.99
GERMAN EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE PART I
Covers German Bomby rockets, land mines, grenades and fuses. Complete in every detail this is a reprint of the US manual issued in 1953. Every shell and fuse has a full description and there are line drawings and/or sections for almost every item mentioned in what was a large inventory. An essential reference tool for all who are interested in artillery and for EOD personnel who still come across examples of these shells and fuses. £32.50
GHURKAS
Schulze C 64p. all colour photos 100+ of modern Gurhka soldiers. Europa Militaire series £9.99
GORDON HIGHLANDERS : History & Uniforms 1945 - 1994
Whitecross, D 103p, v well ill inc many col ill. mint pbk. Uniforms inc Combat; ceremonial; TA; Pipes & DRums etc £16.50
GORDON HIGHLANDERS : History & Uniforms 1945 - 1994
Whitecross, D 103p, v well ill inc many col ill. mint pbk. Uniforms inc Combat; ceremonial; TA; Pipes & DRums etc £16.50
GOTHIC SERPENT: The Black Hawk Down Raid
- Osprey RAID 31 £10.50
GREEN BERET IN VIETNAM 1957-73
Rottman G Warrior 28. 64p Col ill £10.99
GULF WAR
GULF WAR 1)
Osprey series £8.99
GULF WAR 2)
Osprey series £8.99
GULF WAR 3)
Osprey series £8.99
GUNS, BUTTER, RICE & POWDER
US army logistics in the Korean War. 530p. £24.95
HANDS OFF: self defence for women
HARAD
60.5 pages. Supplement for Lord of the Rings, complete guide to the Armies of harad and the warriors of the serpent kingdom, includes six scenarios for Hasharin assassins, Haradrim and mumakil £12.00
HARPOON: WHITE ENSIGN
The Royal Navy & Commonwealth armies. from 1960 £19.99
HELMAND, DIARIES OF FRONTLINE SOLDIERS
- Osprey £8.99
HIGH MOBILITY- A Visual History of the U.S. Army's Modern High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle, Part 1
- large format pbk. all colour ill £18.25
HISTORY OF BRITISH ARMY SERVICE DRESS 1902 TO PRESENT
Bodsworth, John. Mint paperback reprint of a 2011 publication. 336pp. Yet another tour de force from John Bodsworth. A detailed and well illustrated history of British Army Service Dress from 1902 to the present day. As with all work by the author the sources/dress regulations are quoted, and most importantly he traces the development of Number 2 dress throughout its existence. He also records the important regimental and corps variations that have occurred. His work is exemplary for its attention to detail, and exhibits clearly why he is the leading writer on the subject today. £37.50
HMMVV, HUMVEE 1980-2005
NVG122 £8.50
HOT WAR COLD WAR: The British Army`s war in warfare 1945-95
McInnes. 192p. Defence study £30.00
HOW TO PAINT 1/72nd MILITARY VEHICLES
- 120p. large format full colour. WWII + POST WWII £20.00
HUEY COBRA GUNSHIPS 1956-2006
- Osprey NVG 125. Mint pbk £9.50
HUMBER PIG FV1609, FV1611 and FV1612 User Manual
Mint paperback reprint of a 1960 publication. 138pp. Illust. User Handbook for FV1609,FV1611 and FV1612. The Humber Pig was a heavily-armoured truck used by the British Army from the 1950s until the 1990s. The Pig was also used by the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) for a short period during the late 1960s and early 1970s. Includes winch version and armoured version. The original vehicles were built by adding an armoured body to a four wheel drive 1-ton Humber truck, and were originally designed as a stop-gap until fleets of purpose-built armoured vehicles were delivered. They were sold off or put aside to be scrapped. However, as the situation worsened in Northern Ireland the vehicles proved ideal for internal security duties and were brought back into use. They have served longer than any other battlefield successors, the Alvis Saracen. Legend has it that the vehicle acquired its nickname because its bonnet resembled a pig's snout and because its driving characteristics were somewhat unrefined. As the Troubles in Northern Ireland escalated during the 1960s and 1970s the Pigs were modified to create the Mark II vehicles. These modifications made the Pig one of the most aggressive looking military vehicles ever manufactured, and they remain an enduring symbol of the Troubles. £19.50
HUNGARIAN REVOLUTION 1956
Osprey ELITE 148 £33.00
IL SOLDATO ITALIANO : Italian Army uniforms 1850-2000 :
- 80p. V well ill inc 148 colour uniforms. ITALIAN TEXT £19.50
ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HANDGUNS
Zhuk. 256p. v well ill. From 1870- £29.95
ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF TANKS OF THE WORLD
Miller D: WW1 onwards 480p. All colour ill. Superb value. Double usual postage £7.99
IN THE EYE OF THE STORM
Cordingley. - Led Desert rats in the Gulf War £6.99
INCH`ON 1950
Campaign 162. Korean war battle £12.99
Infantry Notes 1945
Infantry Notes deals with recommendations for improvement in various infantry matters following the end of the Second World War. Subjects include Training and Doctrine (especially the 3-in Mortar), and Equipment and Development of Infantry Weapons. There are some important photographs of proposed new equipment and weapons. The pamphlet summarises what the infantry was perceived to need based on experiences during the war. Interestingly some of the equipment has been introduced, albeit in a differing form. ISBN: 9781847910691 £15.00
INFANTERIES OPERATIONS AND WEAPONS USAGE IN KOREA
McInnes A 125p LF Official army study PBK £15.99
INFANTRYMAN'S GUIDE TO COMBAT IN BUILT-UP AREAS
190p. V well ill. US army guide to street fighting. Excellent Wargaming Re-source. £25.00
INTO CAMBODIA
Nolan 500p. ill POST FREE ETC £13.99
INTO THE VALLEY : THE VALENTINE TANK AND DERIVATIVES 1938-1960
Taylor, D 192p. large format,. v wel ill inc interesting cammo col plates £17.99
IRAN - IRAQ WAR 1980-1988
OSPREY ESSENTIAL HISTORIES 20 £9.99
IRAN AT WAR 1956-1988
Farrokh, Dr K 470p. ill comprehense study, inc tactics, weapoons & warfare £17.50
Iran-Iraq War - Volume 1: The Battle for Khuzestan, September 1980 - May 1982
Hooton 80p. large format v well ill in colour. £14.99
Iran-Iraq War - Volume 2: Iran Strikes Back, June 1982 - December 1986
Hooton 80p. large format v well ill in colour. £14.99
IRANIAN F4 PHANTOM II UNITS
Iran-Iraq War - Volume 2: Iran Strikes Back, June 1982 - December 1986
Iran-Iraq War - Volume 1: The Battle for Khuzestan, September 1980 - May 1982
Hooton 80p. large format v well ill in colour. £14.99
IRANIAN F4 PHANTOM II UNITS
- Osprey £8.99
IRANIAN F4 PHANTOM II UNITS
- Osprey £8.99
IRANIAN F4 PHANTOM II UNITS
- Osprey £8.99
IRISH DEFENCE FORCES SINCE 1922
- 120p. large format full colour. WWII + POST WWII £20.00
HISTORY OF THE 3rd armoured division 1809-1899
McNish R well ill £15.00
ISRAELI A-4 SKYHAWK UNITS IN COMBAT
- OSPREY COMBAT 81 £11.99
M60 MAIN BATTLE TANK 1961-1991
anthrop \ Osprey NVG \5 pbk £17.00
M60 Main Battle Tank in Action
Doyle 80p. large format pbk. 300+illus. mostly colour £10.00
M60 vs T-62 Cold War combatants 1956-92
- OSPREY DUEL 30. Arab Israeli war; Iran-Iraq war and first gulf £11.50
MADECE NOT BORN: Why Some Soldiers Are Better Than Others
Newcom, B 216p. Mint hbk. Very interesting study of the factors that make up effect troops, including training, leadership etc. £26.95
MAIN BATTLE TANK T-80
Baryatinskiy 95p, v well ill mint pbk SPECIAL OFFER FEW ONLY £5.99
Main Battle Tank T-80 (Russian Armour)
Baryatinskiy, Mikhail. Paperback. Publ. 2007. 96 pages. Colour plates and illus. throughout. Cond. New. £27.00
MARINE RECON 1940-1990
Osprey Elite £9.99
MARINE TANK BATTLES IN KOREA
Gilbert O 360p. well ill £22.50
MARINES ON THE GROUND: Operation Iraqi Freedom
Swann. Martyn and Fryer. Barry Slight shelf wear. Paperback: Containing 240 pages and fully illustrated with abbreviations and acronyms. £50.00
MAU MAU WARRIOR
- Osprey warr 108/ Mint pbk. Unique study £10.50
MICK: the Story of Maj E Mannock
200p. ill £16.99
Middle East Wars 1948-1973: Arab-Israeli conflict
100p. large format 150+ all colour pics of vehicles with cammo schemes. AK INTER £23.50
MILITARY BALANCE 1999-2000
322p. £65.00
MILITARY LESSONS OF THE GULF WAR
Watson, 272p. ill. £10.99
MILITARY SUN HATS OF THE WORLD
Suciu, P 100p. hardback large format. v well ill inc colour. The history of sun hats & pith Helmets from The British In India to the Vietnam war £35.00
MILITARY VEHICLE MARKINGS. PART 2. TACTICAL SIGNS AND NATIONAL IDENTIFICATION MARKS
MOBILE STRIKE FORCES IN VIETNAM 1966-70
Rotman, G Osprey Battle orders 30. Inc tactical innovations; technology MIKE units & the CIDG £13.50
MODERN CHINESE WARFARE 1795-1989
Ellman B 385p ill £18.99
MODERN RUSSIAN ARMY 1992-2016
Galeotti OSPREY ELITE 217 £10.00
MPS SUBMACHINE GUN
- Osprey WEA 35 £11.50
MUŠČAT COMMAND
Thwaites. 230p. ill- Actions in Oman during the 1960’s £17.95
MUSLIM-CROAT CIVIL WAR IN BOSNIA 1992-1994
Shrader C 352p. ill Military history of the conflict HBK £33.50
NATO ARMIES TODAY
Osprey - Elite Series – No. 16 £13.99
NORTHERN IRELAND TROUBLES: OPERATION BANNER
- Osprey ESSENTIAL HISTORY 73 £11.50
NOTES ON INFANTRY TACTICS IN KOREA
NUCLEAR EXPRESS
NVA & VIET CONG
Conboy, K ELITE 38. Mint pbk £11.00
ON REVOLUTIONARY WAR
Beer, C 120p. mint hbk. 1990's, insurgent warfare, largely 1980s. South East Asia and Southern Africa £13.95
ON TO THE YALU
Hoyt- Particular campaign in the Korean War FEW ONLY £11.50
OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM AIR WAR
Drendell 64p. large format. 30 pages in colour. Over 150 full colour and B&W photos of fighters, bombers, transports, helicopters, and the people who fly and maintain them. £9.99
OTHER SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN: Mujahideen Tactics in the Soviet Afghan war vol 3)
Jalali & Grau 150p. 82 colour maps. Defending Base camps; Counter-AMBush; Encirclement; Urban combat £16.00
PAINTBALL AND AIRSOFT BATTLE TACTICS
Larsen C 130p. all col il. Actually, quite a good guide to small unit tactics £14.99
SAS 1983-2014  
Neville, Leigh Osprey Elite 211 £10.00  
SAVAGE PEACE: Americans at war in the 1990’s  
Bolger 370p. ill £18.99  
SCIENTIFIC SELF-DEFENCE  
Fairburn, W.E. Softcover. 164 pages. With black and white illustrations throughout. New. Mint. £18.00  
SCUD BALLISTIC MISSILES & LAUNCH SYSTEMS 1955-2005  
NVG 120 Mint pbk £8.50  
SEA HARRIERS OVER THE FALKLANDS  
Ward. 400p. Ill. What really happened. £6.99  
SEALS IN VIETNAM  
160p. LF all colour photos (bly) £19.99  
SECRET SOLDIERS: BRITISH SPECIAL FORCES AND COUNTER TERRORISM  
Dewar. 224p. Ill £20.00  
SECRET WARGAME DESIGN: A Tabletop Toolkit of Ideas, Analysis, and Rule Mechanics  
Simon, Wally First published in the 1970s, PWR ran monthly through August 2002. In Volume 1, we offer an introduction to Wally Rules and a dozen of his best articles pulled from the pages of PWR. Stuffed full of ideas, concepts, and rules mechanics covering wargaming action across all eras, they offer provocative wit, wisdom, and imagination to help you tweak an existing set of rules or create your own rules to make a better wargame. £16.50  
SECURITY FORCES IN NORTHERN IRELAND  
OSPREY ELITE £9.99  
Security Forces In Northern Ireland 1969 - 92  
Osprey - Elite Series - No. 44 £7.50  
SIX DAY WAR 1967: Jordan & Syria  
- Osprey campaign 216 £13.50  
SIX DAY WAR 1967: Sinai  
- Osprey Campaign 212 £13.50  
SIX DAYS OF WAR: June 1967  
Oren, M 446p V well ill. one of the most detailed accounts of the war. MINT PBk £12.99  
SNIPING 1946  
Mint paperback reprint of a 1946 War Office publication. This is a reprint of the manual for snipers produced in 1946 by the British Army. It includes all the lessons learned during the Second World War. It includes practical advice of fieldcraft and sniping, and covers the No. 4 (T) Service Sniping Rifle. The lessons in this manual are still valid today, and the book is a classic of sniping literature. Highly recommended. £10.00  
SOLDIER’s SKETCHBOOK: British army in the Gulf  
Watt. 112p. 70 col & B&w illus.(cbs) £9.99  
SOME EVEN VOLUNTEERED  
Bradford. 192p., 1st Bat, 27th infantry regiment. £18.99  
SOUTH AFRICAN ARMOUR OF THE BORDER WAR 1975-89  
Harmse &; Dunstan Osprey NVG 243 £9.50  
SOUTH AFRICAN SPECIAL FORCES  
Osprey - Elite Series - No. 33 £15.00  
SOUTH EAST ASIAN ARMOUR: Vietnam 1945 to 1955  
Harmse &; Dunstan Osprey NVG 243 £9.50  
SOUTH EAST ASIAN SPECIAL FORCES  
ELITE 033 / Reprint £9.99  
SOUTH AFRICAN FOREIGN LEGION  
Osprey ELite 47,R Pitta,Out of Print. Very good condition, slight shelf ware £27.50  
SOUTH EAST ASIAN SPECIAL FORCES  
ELITE 033 / Reprint £9.99  
SOUTH AFRICAN FOREIGN LEGION  
Osprey ELite 47,R Pitta, Out of Print. Very good condition, slight shelf ware £27.50  
SPANISH HOUSEHOLD TROOPS AND GUARDS 1500-1990  
Bueno near mint SPANISH CAPTIONS 125 + full colour plates, each with 2-6 figures by the great modern Spanish artist £65.00  
Special Air Service  
Shortt. MAA 116. Osprey. Second Hand. Excellent Quality. OUT OF PRINT £7.00  
SPECIAL FORCES  
Forty Lt Col G 128p. Full Colour. £7.99  
SPECIAL FORCES CAMPS IN VIETNAM 1961-1970 Osprey Fortress 33  
Brotman, G Mint pbk. special forces Vietnam £9.99  
SPECIAL FORCES OPERATIONS: AFGHANISTAN  
- Osprey ELite 163 £10.99  
SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES & ELUSIVE ENEMY GROUND TARGETS  
Rosenau S 70p. Lesson from Vietnam and The Gulf £12.99  
SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES IN AFGHANISTAN  
- elite 163. £10.99  
SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES IN IRAQ  
- ELI 170 £10.99  
SPECIAL OPERATIONS PATROL VEHICLES: AFGHANISTAN & IRAQ  
- Osprey NVG 179 £8.99  
SPECIAL OPERATIONS: Weapons & tactics  
Mullin T 160p. LF 190 ill £18.99  
SPECIAL OPS volume 40  
- Inc. Brits in Iraq; Canadian recce in Afghanistan; Franco-German Paras etc. etc. all colour photos £11.50  
SPECIAL OPS 17: USAF Special  
USAF Special Tactics Squadron PJ KSK Crisis Reaction Force Tel Aviv Bomb Squad Gatwick Divisions CT Armed Operations
Unit Foreign Legion Paratroops £13.99

SPECIAL OPS 28: U.S. Army
Europe’s 911 Future German Infantry French Marines Spain’s TEDAX Bomb Squad £13.99

SPECIAL OPS 29: Coalition Forces in Iraq
Combined joint Task Force 7 Screaming Eagles in Northern Iraq Multinational Division Central South Iraq’s New Armed forces £13.99

SPECIAL OPS 33: Task force Danger
Big red one in iraq £13.99

SPECIAL OPS 34: Battle of Fallujah
Finnish Jaegers Dutch Commandos Italians in Iraq Special operations Iraq war £13.99

SPECIAL OPS 35: Afghanistan Revisited
Operation Enduring Freedom Tropic Lightning in Afghanistan Kabul Multinational Brigade Italians in Afghanistan £13.99

SPECIAL OPS 39: Journal of the Elite Forces & SWAT units
- all colour. 42nd Infantry in Iraq; Israeli Paras; Berlin Police special ops. £12.99

SPECIAL OPS 7: Kosovo Special
Journal of the Elite Forces & SWAT units. Large format colour series. Published by CONCORD. Suoperb colour reference.

SPECIAL OPS JOURNAL #38
- SEMPER FIDELLIS-USMC in Iraq; KSK Sniper-German Special Forces; Intervention Unit of the Zurich City Police; Greek Rapid Reaction Force; £14.99

SPECIAL OPS JOURNAL 41
- Concord’s C21st special forces and operations glossy mag £14.99

SPECIAL OPS: Journal of Elite Forces vol.37
- £14.99

SPECIAL WARFARE, SPECIAL WEAPONS
- Osprey Data £10.99

STORY: THE GREAT WAR TO THE GULF
- £5.50

TACTICS MADE EASY
- £19.50

TANK ACTION: FROM THE GREAT WAR TO THE GULF
- £17.50

T-34 VS M26 IN KOREA
- £11.99

T-34/85 MEDIUM TANK 1944-1994
- £15.00

T-54 & T55 MAIN BATTLE TANKS 1958-2004
- £0.00

T-62 MAIN BATTLE TANK 1965 - 2005
- £8.99

TACTICS MADE EASY
- £19.50

TANK ACTION: FROM THE GREAT WAR TO THE GULF
- £17.50

TANK DATA 2
This is the second volume of Tank Data, and the volume covers a number of American AFVs plus some British, Czech, French, German, Japanese and Soviet tanks. The format remains as in Volume I with basic details of the tank plus a photograph spread over two pages. In addition there are some sectioned drawings of tanks, and additional sections on £30.00

TANK DATA 3
This is the third of three volumes of AFV reports from Aberdeen Proving Ground published by MLRS Books. It describes more British tanks and armoured cars, French AFVs, more German, Italian, Polish, Soviet and US armour and also has some extra sections. It includes photograph sections on early German armour, and captured armour used by the Germans, together with a section on tank armament. These three volumes cover the vast majority of armour used since its first
Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States have (thankfully) examined and tested and reported on a very large numbers of guns and tanks, covering the majority of such equipments since World War I. This is the first of a set of three reprinted volumes of their AFV reports. It covers tanks of various dates from Britain, Czechoslovakia, France, Germany (the largest section), Italy, Japan, Russia and the United States. Each AFV is described in basic detail and every description is accompanied by a photograph of the tank. These three volumes will build up into a very handy and informative reference trio on AFVs, and will give all the basic details needed, as well as helping to identify some of the less well known vehicles. ISBN: 9781847910271 £30.00

Tank Data Volumes 1, 2 and 3
This is a set of three volumes - the Tank Data books 1, 2 and 3 (see individual volumes for full description of each). Contains, in three volumes, descriptions and photographs of the majority of tanks and armoured vehicles used from 1916 to the 1950s. Complete with descriptions and photographs. £10.00 discount for the whole set. ISBN: 9781847910301 £85.00

TANK GIRLS
out now-- in Winsome Warriors series £10.95

TANK KILLERS
Hogg. 270p. Ill. A history of Anti-tank warfare, weapons & tactics etc. £5.99

TANK TURRET FORTIFICATIONS
Short, N 200p. v well ill with diagrams & photos. Inc gazetteer. From pre war to Korea & beyond. Detailed study./ MINT HBK £17.50

TEN CORPS IN KOREA, 1950
Stanton. 368p. photo & map. £11.50

TEN YEARS ON: BRITISH ARMY IN THE FALKLANDS

TERRORZYME: 1 Jednostki Antyterrorystyczne

TET OFFENSIVE 1968
Arnold. 96p. wel ill, many colour- Osprey series £11.99

The British Army 1965-80
MAA 071 / Reprint £7.99

The British Army in 1980’s
ELI 014 / Reprint £9.99

The British Army in the 1980s
Osprey Elite 14, Mint. M Chappell £10.99

The NVA & Viet Cong
ELI 038 / Reprint £9.99

THE SOVIET ARMY
MAA 029 / Reprint £10.00

TIRAN IN THE LEBANESE WARS
- 100p. The Tiran tank, 300+ full colour photos, prfiles and walk around shots £22.50

Truck, 2 1/2 ton, 6x6 GMC CCKW-352 & 353
This is the complete operating manual for the CCKW 352 and 352 6x6 trucks made by GMC. If you own one you need this, and if you are planning to buy one you need it just as much! ISBN: 9781847911377 £50.00

TUNNEL RAT IN VIETNAM
- Osprey Warrior 161 IN stock £10.99

TWO SIDES OF HELL
Bramley - The Falklands from both sides. Author served with the paras £6.99

Un Forces 1948 - 94
Osprey - Elite £19.00

UN FORCES 1948-94
Osprey Elite 54, R Pitta. Out of print, Near fine £15.00

UNIFORMES DE LA LEGION Uniformes Militares Espanoles - Sesenta Anos De Uniformes Legiones arios
Bueno, J M near mint hardback 150p. col plate of the Spanish Foreign Legion 1920s; Spanish civil war etc to 1980's ONE ONLY £75.00

UNIFORMS & EQUIPMENT OF US ARMY INFANTRY LRRP’S & RANGERS, Vietnam 1965-71
Miraldi 200p 600B/w + col photos £45.00

UNIFORMS AND INSIGNIA of the Royal Armoured Corps since 1946
Bodsworth, J 140p 400+ photos. Mint paperback reprint. This important book covers the uniforms of all British Cavalry Regiments (with the exception of the Household Cavalry) from the end of the Second World War. Every detail is presented with colour photographs to illustrate each and every item of the dress, insignia and accoutrements of these colourfull uniforms, together with battle- and fighting-dress. Without doubt the author is the leader in his field and he presents the reader with a comprehensive and exact description of military clothing which is second to none. Highly recommended, and already in use by military units and museums as a reference text. £21.50

United States Marine Corps
Osprey - No.32 - Out Of Print £12.00

UNKNOWN ARMIES: PERSIA / IRAN
Abbott, P 60p, ill. 1700's onwards, but largely C20th to 1987 uniforms, organisation etc £8.50

UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES ROBOTIC AIR WARFARE 1917-2007
Zaloga S Osprey NVG144 £8.99

US Army Airborne 1940–90
Osprey, Elite 31. Very good second hand pbk £16.99

US Army Airborne 1940–90
Osprey Elite 31. mint, G Rottman £10.99

US ARMY FORCES IN THE KOREAN WAR 1950-1953
Osprey Battle Orders No.11. Excellent Condition. £10.00

US ARMY GREEN BERET IN AFGHANISTAN 2001-2002
- Osprey Warrior 179 £11.00

US ARMY IN THE KOREAN WAR
Roose, Col D Battle Orders 11. pbk £12.99

US ARMY IN THE VIETNAM WAR 1965 - 73
- OSPREY ORDERS OF BATTLE 33 £14.99

US ARMY RANGER 1983-2991
US Battleships 1941-1963
Scarpaci, W 142p. 80p. v well ill inc colour. Covers in detail ship modifications and change of appearance; PLus cammo schemes; Capital ship operations etc. Like the others in the series it concentrates on the WWII ships and their subsequent service and modifications £25.00

US COMBAT SHOTGUNS
- WEAPON 29 £9.99

US Fast Battleships 1938–91
Osprey New Vanguard 172 - This book tells the full story of the greatest of the American battleships. £8.99

US INFANTRY- VIETNAM
Lyles. LF 64p. 32 in colour. Concord publications £14.99

US MACV-SOG RECONNAISSANCE TEAM IN VIETNAM
- Osprey Warrior 159 £10.99

US MARINE CORPS & RAAF HORNET UNITS OF OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM
COMBAT AIRCRAFT 56. Mint Pbk £11.50

US MARINE CORPS F-4 PHANTOM II UNITS OF THE VIETNAM WAR
- Osprey COMBAT AIRCRAFT 94 £11.99

US MARINE CORPS IN THE VIETNAM WAR
BTO 19. Mint Pbk. Orbats series £13.50

US MARINE CORPS RECON & SPECIAL OPERATIONS UNIFORMS & EQUIPMENT 2000-15
- Osprey Elite 208 £10.50

US MARINE CORPS SINCE 1945
Osprey Elite 2, 1992. 52pp. Condition good, some markings to cover. £12.00

US MARINE CORPS TANK CREWMAN 1965-70: Vietnam
Gilbert E Warrior 90 £9.99

US MARINE IN IRAQ: Operation Iraqi Freedom 2003
- Warrior 106 mint pbk £10.50

US MARINE vs NVA SOLDIER
- OSPREY COMBAT £10.00

US MECHANISED INFANTRYMAN IN THE FIRST GULF WAR 1991
- Osprey Warrior 140 £10.99

US Navy Fast Battleships 1938–91
Osprey New Vanguard 172 - This book tells the full story of the greatest of the American battleships. £8.99

US NAVY SEALs
Bahmanyar M Osprey ELITE 113 pbk £9.99

US NAVY SEALS 1983-2003
Bahmanyar M Osprey ELITE 113 £9.99

US NAVY SEALs IN ACTION
Euro Militaire photobook £10.50

US NUCLEAR SUBMARINES: Fast attack
Christley NVG 138 £8.99

US SELF PROPELLED GUNS IN ACTION : Squadron/Signal 38
- v wel ill US & UK service in WWII & Korea £9.50

US SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES IN ACTION: the Challenge of Unconventional Warfare
Adams. 385p. pbk (bib) £19.99

US UNIFORMS IN THE KOREAN WAR
Stanton. 240p.well illus. Many photos of Combat equipment etc. £22.50

US WORLD WAR II & KOREAN WAR FIELD FORTIFICATIONS 1941-53
Rottman G FORTRESS 29. pbk £9.99

USAF F-105 Thunderchief vs VPAF MiG-17 Vietnam 1965-68
- Osprey DUEL 95 SHIPPING NOW £12.99

User Handbook for 105mm Field Gun Abbot (FV433)
A complete description of this self-propelled 105-mm including the vehicle, the turret, armament and shell, together with maintenance manuals and stowage diagrams. Profusely illustrated with clear, detailed line drawings. ISBN: 9781847912633 £55.00

User Handbook for Centurion Mk. 3
Director, Royal Armoured Corps Mint paperback reprint of a 1953 publication. 150pp. This is the user handbook for the Centurion Mark 3 tank, armed with a 20-pounder gun. It is complete with a wealth of detail and some extremely well drawn illustrations, giving a complete picture of the tank which was a development of the well-liked Comet of the latter part of the Second World War. The tank operated well in the Korean War (1950-1953). With over 70 line drawings of every possible detail of the vehicle. £25.00

User Handbook for Conqueror Marks 1 & 2
The user handbook for the Conqueror Marks 1 and 2, containing every detail about the tank. This tank was the last "heavy" tank issued to the British Army, continuing the tradition of providing different classes of main battle tank. This was the anti-tank tank, but the gun was soon to be redesigned and fitted into the first true MBT - Chieftain. ISBN: 9781847910486 £40.00

User Handbook for Scout Car, Ferret, All Marks
The Ferret armoured car in all its forms is described in this user handbook. Essential for Ferret owners and those who need to know about the vehicle and its technical details. ISBN: 9781847910370 £25.00

USN F-4 PHANTOM II vs VPAF MiG 17/19
- OSPREY DUEL 23 £11.99

UZI SUBMACHINE GUN
- Osprey Weapon 12 £11.99

VALIANT UNITS OF THE COLD WAR
Brookes, Andrew Osprey Combat Aircraft 95 - Pre order now! Available August and sent post free worldwide £12.99

VICTORY AT ANY COST: The genius of Vietnam`s General Giap
Vurrey. 448p. ill. Fighting the Japanese, French & the US £17.99

VIET CONG AND NVA TUNNELS AND FORTIFICATIONS OF THE VIETNAM WAR
Osprey FOR 48 Mint pbk £5.00

VIET CONG FIGHTER
Rottman, G WARRIOR 116 £10.50

VIETNAM: Armor in Action
Rottman G & Spaulding D 7040 LF PBK. v well ill inc col ill £12.99

Vietnam Airborne
Osprey - Elite Series - No. 29 £30.00

VIETNAM FIREBASSES 1965-73.
- Fortress 58. Covers US & AUstralian firebasses £5.50
VIETNAM GUN TRUCKS  
- OSPREY NVG 184 £8.99
VIETNAM H&C STEEL MASTERS  
Hors -serie. LF 80p. All col photos, models, vehicles. French Txl £10.00
VIETNAM INFANTRY TACTICS  
- Osprey ELITE 186 £9.99
VIETNAM MARINES  
OSPREY ELITE £9.99
Vietnam marines 1965-73  
Elite 43, Charles D melson, excellent condition, second hand pbk. £46.00
VIETNAM RIVERINE CRAFT 1962-75  
- Osprey NVG 128 £8.50
VIETNAM WAR 1956-1975  
Wiest A Osprey Essential History series 38 £8.99
VINTAGE YEARS OF AIRFIX BOX ART  
Cross, Roy Hardback, large format, 2011, 128pp. Fully illustrated in colour. Fantastic collection of classic Roy Cross art for the iconic Airfix box covers. This edition has slight wear to the covers but is mint throughout. £26.50
VITAL GUIDE TO SPECIAL FORCES  
112p Forty G Colour ill of uniforms & equipment. £9.99
WALKER BULLDOG vs T-54 : Laos &amp; Vietnam  
- OSPREY DULE 94 SHIPPING NOW £12.99
WAR AND SOCIETY IN EUROPE 1870-1970  
Bond, B 240p. MINT PBK £11.50
WAR IN CAMBODIA  
Osprey 209. out of print E/C pbk £5.00
WAR IN KOREA 1950-1953- A Pictorial History  
Giangreco. LF 352 500+ ill POST FREE# £35.00
WAR IN LAOS 1960-75  
MAA 217. E/C 2nd hand £42.00
WAR OF ATONEMENT: inside story of the Yom Kippur war  
Herzog. 304p. ill £19.50
WAR OF THE FLEA: Classic study of Guerilla Warfare  
Taber R 250p. ill £14.99
WAR OF THE RING  
328-page rules manual for War of The Ring is packed with inspiring pictures, both standard and historical scenarios, hobby advice, extensive profiles and army organisation for every model in the range, and all the rules you’ll need to play out massive legendary battles in Middle-earth. This is the ultimate guide and essential purchase for playing games of War of The Ring. £35.00
WARS OF FRENCH DECOLONISATION, The  
Clayton. 240. Political/Military overview £11.99
WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT OF COUNTER-TERRORISM  
Dewar, 288p. 360ill £25.00
Weapons of the US Special Operations Command  
- OSPREY WPN 69 SHIPPING NOW £12.99
WHAT’S A COMMIE EVER DONE TO BLACK PEOPLE?  
Morrow. 200p. US’s Negro unit Korea mem. £21.50
WHO DARES WINS : The SAS and the Iranian Embassy siege 1980  
- osprey raid 4 £6.00
WHORES WARS & WASTE  
Sharp RT: antics of the modern British Army 250p £8.99
WINGS OF VALOR, WINGS OF GOLD AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF U.S. AVIATION  
WITH A BLACK PLATOON IN COMBAT  
A year in korea. ill (Tx) £23.50
World Special Forces Insignia  
Osprey elite 22. very good condition, second hand pbk, G Rottman £8.00
YEAR IN THE LIFE OF THE LONDON REGIMENT  
Calder J LF Full colour photos of this famous territorial unit WAS £25 £18.50
YOM KIPPUR WAR 1973 1)  
Syrian assault on the Golan Heights/ Dunstan S Osprey Campaign 118 £11.99
YOM KIPPUR WAR 1973 2)  
Dunstan S Osprey 96p. CAMPAIGN 126 £11.99
YUGOSLAV WARS 2) Bosnia, Kosovo & Macedonia 1992-2001  
- Osprey Elite 146 £10.80
ZOMBIES:  
- Dark Osprey _ Spoof Zombie HUnters guide £8.99